


Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 
The Spa Hotel



We’re proud to have worked with:

Loved by many, 
Trusted by more.
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North Vancouver, Canada.
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At Solus we design, build, test, certify, sell, service and warranty our products.
We are proud of our products and what we do.

We are Solus.

Museum-Quality
Crating

Certification 
+ Testing

we are solus

Ben Helps - West Sussex
I have used Solus water features and fire pits in 
my garden design business for my clients. They 
are a product of great quality, with a pleasing 
aesthetic. They can be featured in various styles 
of well designed gardens, and deserve an 
appropriate setting and backdrop to show them 
off to their full potential.

Marc Mendoza - London  
Enjoyed the process with these guys - bought 3 items (2 x water, 1 x fire) so 
wasn’t a cheap buy, but when you see it in situ you realize it’s worth it. They 
enhance the garden and were one of the best investments we made. The 
service and comms from the team at Solus was excellent and they answered 
any questions quickly and constructively.

Ingrid Chavez - London
I am in love with Solus products. Their design, 
quality  and service are outstanding. We gladly 
recommend Solus Products. They are ZEN vibe 
providing a peaceful and relaxing environment.

Guy Jones - Gloucestershire
We specify Solus products as part of our design and build package. We find 
them high quality, beautiful pieces which are easy to install a very reliable.  
The company is also very efficient and easy to deal with. Would recommend 
very highly.
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Available in three sizes to suit any space, these round fire 
bowls add heat, ambience, simple sculptural beauty and an 
architectural statement. Our ‘cross-jet’ and ethanol burners 
provide ample flames and are built to last. Three fuel types with 
manual or electronic start options allow these bowls to be used 
in all outdoor situations. Each fire bowl is available in 12 colours 
and can be paired with a full bed of Firestones, a Hardwood 
Tabletop, a Metal Tabletop/Drinks Ring, or an All-Weather 
Fabric Cover for added beauty and functionality.

The Hemi 26 is ideal for intimate outdoor spaces.  Hemi 36 
creates an instant gathering place.  Its form shows off the natural 
beauty of our concrete and provides a focus for residential and 
commercial environments. 

Hemi 48 is our largest round fire pit.  It commands attention and 
its presence fills any space.  Designed in response to repeated 
requests for a fire pit that would be comfortable in both large 
scale commercial and intimate residential spaces, the 48” 
makes a strong visual statement. 

Phil Brown - Buckinghamshire
We recently did a major garden 
makeover and were looking for just the 
right fire pit. Came across Solus and 
was really impressed with the reviews, 
so visited their U.K. showroom, loved 
the product, and received first class 
service from Brad and Claudia. They 
helped us settle on the right product, 
managed the ordering process, and 
kept us fully updated at all stages, 
despite the Covid impact on shipping 
and deliveries. The fire pit is really 
beautiful, whether lit or not - highly 
recommended. Can’t wait to get more 
use out of it as we enjoy these balmy 
summer nights.

Stephanie Vizer - Wiltshire
My fire pit arrived and is great!! Now 
need the British summer time to start!!  
Claudia is a total gem...Any instructions.. 
..explanations..extras that I wanted were 
literally shipped the next day!! She was 
super efficient and so helpful!! Fantastic!!

Refined sculptural presence

Hemi (26, 36 & 48)
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Hardwood Tabletop (optional)

All-Weather Cover

Sizes: (dia.) x (h) x (base)
26   660mm x 305mm x 254mm
36   914mm x 432mm x 305mm
48   1219mm x 584mm x 432mm
    
Fuel Options:     Output in kW:
Ethanol Bio Fuel    10kW
Propane                   20 or 31kW
Natural Gas              20 or 31kW

Ignition Mechanism: (NG/LPG)
Manual w/AF + safety shut off device 
Electronic w/AF + safety shut off device

Accessories:
Metal Tabletop with Drinks Ring
Hardwood Tabletop
All-Weather Fabric Cover
Additional ‘river rock’ Firestones
Glass Wind Shield 

Colour:
Your choice of 12 different colours

Certification:
UKCA/CSA & CE certification on the entire product; burner, 
electronics & vessel  (NG + LPG)

Complete Hemi fire feature showing adjustable 
flame key

Product variations & dimensions

Powder Coated Aluminum 
Metal Tabletop with Drinks Ring 
(optional)

Glass Wind Shield  
(optional)
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Crisp outer edges that curve smoothly into a round fire
opening give a modern sculptural feel. The Halo shows off
the striking and subtle qualities of our concrete. This allows
the flickering flame to reflect off its polished surface, inviting
people to gather around.

The Halo rests on a square base to give it a coffee
table height and functionality. This works well when used in
conjunction with standard seating.

The Halo is available in two sizes (36 & 48) for small or
large spaces and is suitable for residential and commercial
installations.

A Metal Tabletop is available which allows the firepit to be a
fully functioning table when unlit.

Maïtanne Hunt - London
Solus Decor supplied one of their 
firebowls for a roof terrace we were 
installing and the customer service 
I received from them was brilliant. 
Prompt and clear communication, 
frequent updating and a detailed 
installation manual made it a stress-
free journey - and the product has 
transformed this corner of the terrace. 
A very positive experience throughout.

Andrew Papastefanou - Surrey
Great quality product and excellent, 
responsive customer service in the UK

Adam Bailey - Somerset
Great product with fantastic service. 
Best firepit without a doubt!!

Square sensuality

Halo (36 & 48)
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Sizes: (l) x (w) x (h)
36   914mm x 914mm x 432mm 
48  1214mm x 1214mm x 432mm  
    
Fuel Options:   Output in kW
Ethanol Bio Fuel              10kW
Natural Gas                         20kW
Propane                               20kW

Ignition Mechanism:                          
Manual w/AF + safety shut off device        
Electronic w/AF + safety shut off device            

Accessories:
All-Weather Fabric Cover
Additional ‘river rock’ Firestones
Metal Tabletop
Glass Wind Shield

Colour:
Your choice of 12 different colours

Certification:
UKCA/CSA & CE certification on the whole product; 
burner, electronics & vessel (NG + LPG)

All Metal Tabletop

Glass Wind Shield

Large 48 Halo

Product variations & dimensions

Allan Rienecker - London
Our new Solus Hemi 36 fire pit with 
the metal ring and table top has 
transformed our patio! It’s expensive 
but the beautiful design, quality and 
functionality are all worth it. It provides 
a lot of heat on cool evenings and the 
metal ring stays cool enough for drinks 
and small plates. Brad at Solus Decor 
in Surrey was also very responsive in 
helping us get it connected during 
lockdown when there were a shortage 
of qualified gas engineers is our area.

E Jeffreys - Surrey
We are delighted with our Solus water 
fountain - we love its clean lines and 
contemporary look. Brad was very 
pleasant to deal with, he arranged for it to 
be delivered when and where we wanted 
it and even came round to the house to 
help lift it into position and install it.
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The Firetable is a modern concrete fire pit that is sturdy, 
functional and at coffee table height.  The simple, smooth 
concrete top is made up of four sections that slope towards 
the fire opening and reflect the flame light. The sensual top 
sits above a rectangular concrete box that houses the working 
parts of this firepit. This combination creates a fire feature that 
works in a contemporary or traditional garden setting.

Placed alone or in pairs end to end, the clean lines and straight 
forward design of these fire tables makes them at home in a variety 
of environments from spare modern to rustic traditional.  Appropriate 
for use in both commercial and residential projects.  All of our natural 
gas and propane fire pits are fully certified appliances and each one 
comes with a warranty on craftsmanship and performance. 

Our cross-jet burners position the flame above the fire pit which 
results in more efficient use of fuel and transference of heat. The 
jets are oriented for efficiency and maximum flame height. Fire 
stones can be used to shape the fire for a more ‘natural’ look. 
Manual and adjustable auto start options allow you to adjust the 
flame height and heat output to suit your needs.

Patricia Fox - Hampshire
At Aralia, we have included Solus Fire 
Tables and Scupper Water features in 
a few of our designs recently - good 
quality, lovely design, nice clean lines.

Ian Jenkins - London
I’ve both a fire pit and a water feature, 
really pleased. Super products, 
great service and really highly 
recommended.

A clean and modern fire table

Firetable 

Owen James - West Yorkshire
Great after sales assistance, would 
certainly recommend the company,

Fabulous water feature products.

Charles Proctor - Berkshire 
Really happy with our water feature 
- great quality product and service 
from Solus was excellent!   Lots of 
compliments from friends and family!
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Tented All-Weather Fabric Cover 

Firetable With Glass Wind Sheild

Firetable
Size: (l) x (w) x (h)
1295mm x 686mm x 483mm

Fuel Options:                     Output in kW
Natural Gas                          22 or 26kW
Propane                               22 or 26kW

Ignition Mechanisms:
Manual w/AF + safety shut off device 
Electronic w/AF + safety shut off device

Accessories:
All-Weather Fabric Cover
Glass Wind Shield 
Additional ‘river rock’ Firestones

Colours:
Your choice of 12 different colours

Certifications:
UKCA/CSA & CE certification on the whole product; 
burner, electronics & vessel (NG + LPG)

Product variations & dimensions

Kathryn van Rooyen - London
My Hemi fire pit from Solus Decor is 
simply beautiful.  The product is even 
better in life than the pictures and so 
simple to install.  The directions and 
videos provided are excellent and it 
looks stunning on my terrace. 

The team could not have been more 
helpful or efficient they were great. 
Not to mention patient with my many 
questions!  I highly recommend them.

Christine Wilkie Garden Design - 
Buckinghamshire
Just wanted to say how pleased we are 
with the Solus water feature recently 
installed in a client’s garden. Really 
looking forward to specifying more of 
your wonderful water bowls and firepits 
in upcoming garden design projects.of 
qualified gas engineers is our area.
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The Tavolo was created after conversations 
with designers and clients who wished for a fire pit with a
larger table area. This stylish piece showcases a
contemporary cantilever guaranteed to impress.

This significant piece of furniture lends itself to both form 
and function. Built to suit any setting; its rectangle shape and 
smooth polished surface extends proudly with an offset from 
the fire tray. 

The area directly surrounding the fire has a slightly
bevelled edge which draws your focus to the flame.
The table areas surrounding the fire remain cool to the
touch, making it our most interactive fire table option.

Gary Mellor - London
Really great fire tables.

As a gas engineer, specializing in 
installing and maintaining gas fire-
tables, I’ve installed quite a few Solus. 
They are a robust quality product.

Made in Canada, shipped to the UK, 
they have a showroom in Cobham if 
you care to view before you buy.

Highly recommended.

Tony Spencer - Somerset
Great product,  with friendly and 
efficient service from Brad.

Abbi Maloney - Surrey
We bought both the fire pit and water 
feature which we have been so excited 
to use, although the fire pit isn’t the 
most straight forward installation but 
we have got there in the end, with the 
help of Brad & Team! Thank you guys. 
Fantastic products and service.

Tavolo 

Big in size, huge in personality
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Tavolo With Wine

Product variations & dimensions

Tavolo
Size: (l) x (w) x (h)
1723mm x 860mm x 506mm

Fuel Options:                     Output in kW:
Natural Gas                          22 or 26kW
Propane                               22 or 26kW

Ignition Mechanisms:
Manual w/AF + safety shut off device
Electronic w/AF + safety shut off device

Accessories:
All-Weather Fabric Cover
Glass Wind Shield 
Additional ‘river rock’ Firestones

Colours:
Your choice of 12 different colours

Certifications:
UKCA/CSA & CE certification on the whole product; 
burner, electronics & vessel (NG + LPG)

Tavolo Close Up

Glenn Carrington - Straffordshire
The selection of fire bowl/pits to 
choose from is vast to say the least and 
as for customer service Janet could not 
of been more helpful.

She gladly chased up any queries I had 
and got back to me when she said she 
would. The  product itself is stunning 
and really complemented my project, 
it arrived blemish free and on time. I’d 
like to say a big thank you to the team 
and would highly recommend them to 
anyone with decent taste. I am currently 
working on a new project and am 
working with them again. 

Plunket Gardens - London
The water bowl provides such a stylish 
contemporary feature in our recent 
Kensington Glade Garden.  The owners 
have found it easy to maintain and 
enjoy adjusting the fountain pressure 
to create a range of sounds and light 
effects.  Thank you
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The Solus Decor Linear Firepit is a colossal 1183mm long wall of fire, designed for heat and visual impact.  Its 
minimal form is complemented by the smooth pebble detail on top that allows the product to traverse the line 
between being a functional garden product and work of art, fit for admiration.
 
This firepit can be used as single height or stacked for double height; either configuration will create a powerful 
impression.  The double-height Linear can create semi-private areas, or act as a dramatic divider between areas for 
drinking and dining.

The Linear Fire Pit can hold its own as the focal point of a patio or courtyard, or can draw you into an entrance or 
walkway.  It is perfect for providing warmth and atmosphere at a garden party yet, due to its slim line form, this fire 
feature will not take up valuable seating space.  It is unmistakably Solus.

These sizeable linear units make them ideal for use in high-end residence as the feature fire that separates the deck 
from the pool, or placed at the end of a pool for heat and visual impact.  In a commercial location they could be 
used as an elaborate partition to create separate zones within an outdoor terrace.

The Linear is available in ten different colours and fuel sources include either natural gas or liquid propane (bottled). 
At 31kW, it is a significant heater which can be adjusted for flame height and heat output.  It is available with either 
manual ignition with adjustable flame and safety shut off device or electronic start with adjustable flame and safety 
shut off device.
 
The Linear, like all Solus products, is made in Vancouver, Canada and shipped all over the world.

Dramatic Divider

Linear (Single, Double)
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Linear modular units can be horizontally aligned or double 
stacked (as above). This double-high is 35” high x 72” long 
(889mm x  1183mm)

Firestones

Linear Close Up

Sizes:   (l) x (w) x (h)
Single unit  1183mm x 381mm x 483mm
Double stack  1183mm x 381mm x 889mm

Fuel Options:                          Output in kW:
Natural Gas                              31kW
Propane                                    31kW

Ignition Mechanisms:
Manual w/AF + safety shut off device  
Electronic w/AF + safety shut off device  

Accessories:
All-Weather Fabric Cover
Full ‘river rock’ Firestones 
Glass Wind Shield

Colours:
Your choice of 12 different concrete colours

Certifications:
UKCA/CSA & CE certification on the whole product; 
burner, electronics & vessel (NG + LPG)

Product variations & dimensions

Falken Reynolds Interiors - Vancouver
Solus’ products are simply the highest 
quality and their service is always 
amazing.  We are very proud to have 
such a great company in Vancouver 
and to use their products here and 
abroad.

Susan Green - London
We wanted a quality water feature. 
We found Solus to be extremely 
professional from start to finish in 
providing information and helping 
with samples, to ensure we had the 
right colour to blend with the rest 
of our landscaping. Solus provided 
unprompted updates re delivery 
and have helped with every piece 
of information that we have ever 
requested. Their customer service is 
second to none. The end result is a 
beautiful water feature that is a centre 
piece in our garden, perfect to watch 
and so lovely to listen to.
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These water features have polished metal domes that appear 
to float inside the concrete vessels. Water flows up through 
the center of each dome to run over the reflective surface of 
the hand-spun metal and then flows off the edges into the 
surrounding water creating a soothing sound.

Like all our concrete pieces, each metal dome is handmade 
and unique. The variations, inconsistencies and undulations 
characteristic of hand-spun metal create the beautiful water 
movement and reflections that define these water features.

Our concrete bowls provide a solid aesthetic counterpoint 
to the shine of the domes and the fluidity of the water, 
while functioning as impermeable containers.  Every dome 
is attached to a support which holds it securely inside its 
concrete vessel.  Appropriate for use both indoors and 
outdoors for residential and commercial installations.

Nikki Hollier - Worcestershire
Beautifully designed and made water 
feature which will compliment any 
garden. So easy to install too (just 
plug into a garden electric socket). I 
chose the Dome 26 in Halva colour 
and received so many lovely comments 
from my friends and neighbours. 
Thanks Solus for the great customer 
service too.and so lovely to listen to.

Benjamin Taylor - Hampshire
The water feature is a perfect addition 
to our garden. A subtle sound with big 
visuals. Easy to install, wonderful sales 
team and aftercare.

As a landscaper myself I will be 
recommending this team.

Reflective and meditative

Water Dome (26, 36 & 48)
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Dome in brass

Dome in stainless steel

Sizes: (dia.) x (h) x (base)
26   660mm x 305mm x 254mm
36   914mm x 432mm x 305mm 
48   1214mm x 584mm x 432mm 

Metal dome types:                        
Stainless Steel 
Brass                  

Pump Systems:
Adjustable flow water pump
2 year manufacturers warranty

Accessories:
All-Weather Fabric Cover

Colours:
Your choice of 12 different colours

Rippling water refracts light on metal dome

Product variations & dimensions

Lindsay Lloyd -  Essex
I have just had my Solus bowl installed 
and I am thrilled with it. The sound of 
water is just perfect - and it is good to 
know that I can adjust the height of the 
water flow.  I have installed the bowl 
on my patio and will start to plant the 
flowerbed it stands on. It is all very 
exciting and I can’t wait for my first 
visitors to see it in action!

Ros Hetreed - East Sussex
Our Solus Dome water feature, found 
at the Chelsea Flower Show and now 
positioned on the rear terrace, has a 
wonderful tinkling echo and can be 
heard across the entire length of the 
house when the double bifiold doors 
are open, also in the bedrooms above.   
Its simple but tasteful design could 
fit anywhere, inside or out.   We are 
delighted with it.
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Accessories

All Metal Tabletop with Drinks Ring (optional)  
(Hemi and Halo series)

Metal Tabletop (Halo series)

Hardwood Tabletop (Hemi series)

Maggie Schneider - North Vancouver
We have been looking for a firetable 
for a while but found that many did not 
produce enough heat. The townhouse 
where we live has a Solus fire pit on 
the rooftop so we thought we would 
give it a try. It is a costly fire bowl but 
well worth the quality and durability, as 
I believe it will last for many years. We 
have seen many at the local barbecue 
and hardware stores but nothing 
compares to the quality of the Solus 
bowl. We were also very impressed 
with the customer service.  Graham 
was always quick to respond to any 
questions and provided us a few 
quotes in order to provide us with the 
best option for us. Shipping was also 
very communicative and willing to work 
around my schedule in order for us to 
receive the product. I was very pleased 
with the whole experience and I’m now 
enjoying the beautiful fire bowl.  It is 
certainly attracting a lot of neighbors 
attention!

Guy Jones, Emotive Landscapes - 
Cheltenham
We specify Solus products as part 
of our design and build package. 
We find them high quality, beautiful 
pieces which are easy to install and 
very reliable. The company is also very 
efficient and easy to deal with. Would 
recommend very highly.
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Glass Wind Shield

All-Weather Fabric Covers for all models

Firestones — refractory concrete ‘river rock’ style stones 
specifically suitable for live fire

Jon R Bailie - Chichester
We bought a Solus Firecube earlier this 
year. It’s a beautiful looking product, it’s 
very easy to set up and to use and it’s 
been an effective source of heat when 
we have been sitting in our garden in 
the evening. The people at Solus kept 
us informed as to when our Firecube 
was going to be delivered and also 
followed up with us after delivery to 
ensure that we were happy with it.  All 
in all, great client service.

Len Chaston - Vancouver
The best in the business. We purchased 
the 36” Hemi. Love it. Beautifully built. 
Works like a charm. Simple beauty. 
Timeless.

Edward Bash  
- Dalmatia Landscape Design 
What is it about the Canadians, so 
friendly and relaxed, but able to 
deliver on craftsmanship and customer 
satisfaction. I have ordered fire bowls for 
clients on two projects. The web site is 
great because I am able to show clients 
photos and spec sheets at meetings. 
Staff is friendly and easy to talk to, but 
take care of business as well. I am very 
happy with quality and service.
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Halva: 
Varies from oyster to bone. Tends to a slight 
cream tone. Warm white.

Portland:
Natural concrete colour. A mid-tone gray with 
slight green undertones.

Linen:
Light beige. Warm undertones approach 
limestone.

Nutmeg:
Dark beige. More brownish than linen. Think 
walnut shells or whole nutmegs.

Portobello:
A lighter mid-tone colour with a light olive 
undertone. Dark mottling makes this an 
intriguing colour.

Arbutus:
A rich terra-cotta colour. Very arresting.

Nori:
A pastel-ish green/grey. Makes one think of 
the sea.

Truffle:
A warm chocolate brown. Can vary from 
lighter to darker but is a darker tone.

Shiitake:
Very dark-toned grey with a warm brown 
undertone.

Cinder:
Our darkest charcoal grey with a slight warm 
undertone.

Rosé:
Akin to a very lightly dusty rose, or your favour 
bottle of Rosé

Pistachio:
The Statue of Liberty which served as 
inspiration for this vibrant yet muted colour.

Please note that colours shown here are 
only approximate. Every batch of concrete 
is slightly different and exhibits unique tonal 
variations.

Please request actual concrete samples to 
confirm colour choice.

UK  0208 819 1495 

Europe  +34 938 00 49 27

North America call 1-877-255-3146

Product  Colours

Shiitake

Rosé

Cinder

Pistachio

Halva Portland

Portobello Arbutus

Linen Nutmeg

Nori Truffle
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Cinder

Pistachio

Portland

Arbutus

Nutmeg

Truffle

Shipping concrete sounds expensive and difficult, but 
it’s really quite reasonable and easy.  We have shipped 
to residences, hotels, restaurants and job sites in over 40 
countries around the world.  We pack the products in a 
custom crate to ensure protection during delivery or for 
on-site storage.  Crates are delivered curbside next to your 
site where the top and sides can be easily dismantled with a 
cordless drill.  Our delivery success rate is over 99%.

Warranty
All Solus products are warrantied against manufacturers 
defects for periods ranging from 1 year to 25 years, 
depending on product or part.  

Sales and Support
Our Sales and Support team are professional and friendly and 
can answer any questions you may have.  So please, give us a 
call and we can help find the right product for your project.

Nancy Carlton - Gloucestershire
We love our water feature. It’s very 
relaxing to watch and listen to. Solus 
were easy to communicate with and 
answered all our queries promptly. I 
felt they went out of their way to ensure 
that we received the product and 
installed it properly.

Frazer Hathorn - Kent
Very pleased with the Hemi Firebowl, 
smoke free and is very easy to light.

marijn van tiggelen - London 
great products, great service

Nowhere is too far 
— We Ship Worldwide

Shipping
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Offices to Shopping Centres.

Golf Courses & Country Clubs to Spas.

Pubs & Restaurants to Hotels.

Universities to Castles.

Solus fire and water features have been installed 
in over 40 countries around the world.

As we celebrate our 25th anniversary in business 
we remain as proud as ever of the products we 
make and who we have become.

We look forward to our next 25 years in business. 

Brad Carpenter
CEO Solus Decor

         products can be 
found everywhere:
solus



NORTH AMERICA

109 Braid Street
Building C
New Westminster, B.C.
V3L 5H4

Toll Free  1-877-255-3146
Local        604-255-2472
Web         solusdecor.com
Email        info@solusdecor.com

Vancouver showroom open
Monday-Friday   9am-5pm
except Statutory Holidays
Saturday & Sunday - By appointment

EUROPE

Solus Decor Spain
Calle Roc Boronat,
147 - P. 10,
08018
Barcelona

Local. 34 938 00 49 27
Web. www.solusdecor.com.es
Email info@solusdecor.com

(Warehouse only no showroom)

UK

Solus Decor UK Ltd
(at Cedar Outdoor Living)
Horsley Road
East Horsley, Cobham
KT11 3JX

Local        0208 819 1495
Web         solusdecor.co.uk
Email        info@solusdecor.co.uk

Monday to Saturday  
Please call for an appointment

solus WE SHIP WORLDWIDE


